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Childhood environment and intergenerational
transmission of depression

Plant and colleagues, in a very interesting and elegant study,1

found that maternal depression during pregnancy was associated
with: offspring depression in adulthood (odds ratio (OR) 3.4),
maternal depression during offspring’s childhood (OR= 4.8),
and offspring exposure to child maltreatment (OR= 2.4).
However, as the authors said, ‘when childhood factors (i.e. child
maltreatment, maternal depression 1–16 years) were entered at
the second steps, prenatal maternal depression no longer predicted
significantly offspring depression’. In our view, these findings are
suggestive that the key causal factor is not maternal depression
during pregnancy, but maternal depression during offspring child-
hood and child maltreatment (probably the former promoting the
later). Since maternal depression during pregnancy probably does
not directly cause child maltreatment or later maternal depression,
these two should not be viewed as mediators or mechanisms of the
association found between maternal depression during pregnancy
with offspring depression in adulthood. Since after adding the
childhood factors there is no statistical correlation of maternal
depression during pregnancy with offspring depression in adulthood
anymore, this seems suggestive that maternal depression during
pregnancy is more probably a marker of mothers with higher risk
of developing depression during offspring childhood and of
offering/allowing maladaptive parental behaviour. This is in line
with previous studies showing that environmental factors,
especially maladaptive parental behaviour, were total or partial
mediators of the association between parental and offspring
depressive symptoms.2–4 Despite maternal depression during
pregnancy being a marker of an at-risk mother–child dyad, the
actual causal factors seem to be the factors happening during
childhood: maternal depression and parental behaviour. So,
preventive measures should focus on screening mothers with
depression (during pregnancy, but especially during offspring
childhood), providing treatment and support for adequate
parental behaviour.

However, the authors’ conclusions go in the opposite direction.
In the paper’s discussion, it is stated ‘we did not find that exposure
to maternal depression after birth contributes to this association
(maternal depression during pregnancy with offspring depression

in adulthood). This suggests that exposure to maternal depression
specifically during pregnancy represents a unique setting for the
intergenerational transmission of risk for depression’. However,
the results section states ‘offspring exposure to maternal depression
during childhood (1–16 years) was associated significantly with
offspring adulthood depression (OR= 4.2)’. They see their study
‘in line with the theoretical premise of fetal programming’, related
to elevated levels of maternal glucocorticoids at the intrauterine
environment. Finally, for preventive measures, they emphasise
screening and treating expectant mothers with depression,
supporting the use of antidepressants during pregnancy. These
are valuable measures, but not supported by this study results.

In summary, in our perspective, this extremely well-done
study supports the view that childhood factors (parental behaviour
and maternal depression) have key causal implications on inter-
generational transmission of depression. Preventive measures
should focus mainly on childhood, providing treatment and
support for adequate parental behaviour.
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Authors’ reply: We thank Moreira-Almeida & Junqueira de
Souza for their interesting correspondence on our paper. Indeed,
we regard childhood environmental factors as highly important to
the intergenerational pathways for the transmission of depression.
Nevertheless, maternal depression during pregnancy in itself has
been identified as a significant risk factor for offspring depression,
not only in our sample, but also in other samples of varying
demographics and size.1,2

There are plausible and documented mechanisms linking a
mother’s depression in pregnancy with her child’s increased
vulnerability to experiencing maltreatment; namely, changes to the
mother–child attachment relationship, maladaptive caregiving
behaviours, interparental conflict and increased offspring reactive
temperament.3 Such mechanisms likely operate by compromising
levels of care and protection afforded by a mother, as well as
directly affecting stress resiliency in her developing child, thereby
increasing her child’s vulnerability to being exposed to, and
experiencing, episodes of maltreatment. Depression is a disorder
with a recurrent course,4 therebymeaning the likelihoodof depression
after birth is elevated following an episode during pregnancy.
Additionally, the temporal precedence of antenatal depression to
childhood maltreatment and further maternal depression after
birth adds to the logic as to why antenatal depression should
be considered as a primary risk factor in the intergenerational
transmission of depression, and the aforementioned childhood
adversities as mediators to this trajectory.

As Moreira-Almeida & Junqueira de Souza correctly highlight,
in our multiple hierarchical regression models, maternal depression
during pregnancy was not found to predict offspring adulthood
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depression in the context of childhood adversity factors. A major
limitation of inferring causality from such multiple regression
models is the issue of multiple confounding, particularly in the
case of correlated factors with temporal sequence (i.e. maternal
depression during pregnancy with (i) offspring child maltreatment
(OR=2.4), and (ii) maternal depression during offspring childhood
(OR= 4.8)). Mediation analysis provides an analytic strategy
which not only allows for the quantification and evaluation of a
mediated effect, but also reduces issues of confounding through
minimising the overloading of regression models with multiple
confounding variables.5 Indeed, when we applied mediation
analysis to our data to understand better the trajectory of effect
for the intergenerational transmission of depression, we found
that maternal depression during pregnancy indirectly predicted
offspring depression in adulthood through elevated exposure to
child maltreatment. Our conclusion is therefore that maternal
depression during pregnancy is a primary risk factor for the
intergenerational transmission of depression, and represents a
unique time point for intervening to break this intergenerational
cycle. We believe that prioritising pregnant women with depression
for psychological intervention will not only help to stem the cascade
of depression from one generation to the next, but also has the
potential to reduce rates of childhood adversity where risk is
augmented by antenatal depression.
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